Our committee has not met since the last University Council meeting; however there have been many meetings and discussions with and including the following items.

**Recent Activities with Sasaki**

- Continued conversation regarding the biennium request
- Discussions with UPA including Buchtel Fields
- Discussion relating to the education corridor
- Discussion regarding possible expansion of Jackson Fields to accommodate students’ requests for additional open spaces.
- Discussion regarding the use of the Quaker Square facility

**Biennium Request**

- We are structuring two scenarios –
  - One focusing on a new building which will have a positive effect on approximately four other buildings resulting in a huge reduction to our deferred maintenance.
  - Second scenario would be the renovation of two older buildings enhancing the education corridor and large reduction to our deferred maintenance

**Planning Issues**

- The old Grounds building demolition began Friday 1/13/12 and will continue through Saturday and commencing on Sunday.
- Use of the footprint will be for additional surface such as parking spaces and parking of the Roo buses

**Consultant Resumes**

- Consultant resumes have been received for Olson Hall roof replacement. Olson will include an alternate for a green roof. Interviews are scheduled. Spring/summer construction schedule.
- Consultant resumes have been received for Auburn South Tower roof replacement. The short-list is being developed. Spring/summer construction schedule.